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Chapter 1

Mesolithic Europe - Glimpses
of Another World

Penny Spikins*

Introduction
Mesolithic Europe holds a special place in our imagination. Perhaps more than any other region
and period, it is unique in conjuring up a strange sense of both 'otherness' and familiarity. The
people who lived here were in many ways fundamentally difierent from ourselves. As hunters and
gatherers, their experience, \vorldview, and knohvledge could not be further frorn ours. 111 our
imagination, we can conjure up images of how thesc pcople might have looked or felt, but even
some of the most basic elements of their existence or perception, something far more knowable
in later periods, are things of which we know little. The physical world in which they lived is
son~ehowmore tangible but, like its people, familiar and yet fundamentally distinct from our own
experience. This was a place with landscapes that were vast and, to our minds. untamed. familiar to
our experience at a local scale, yet at the same time extending over seemingly immense territories
with swathes of dark forests, mountains, and relentlessly rising seas.
Bounded by the Ural Mountains in the East, the Atlantic Ocean in the North, and the Mediterranean in the South, Europe covers an area of over 10 nill lion square kilometers (Figure 1 . 1 ) . I t
houses some of the most varied and distinctive landscapes within any colnparable-sized region anywhere in the world, landscapes ranging from Mediterranean woodlands to Artic Tundra and across
40 degrces oflatitude. In this volume, we pass by the Acgcan islands of thc castern Mediterranean
to the shores of northern Scandinavia and northern l<ussia, across the mountainous backbone of
Europe, the intricate network oflake basins around the Alpine fringe and in the north and east, the
vast windswept plain that extends aln~ostunbroken from lowland Britain to the Siberian border
interrupted only by great river systems such as the l<hine, the Danube, the Dniepr, 2nd the L)o11,
and across offihore islands and archipelagos in the Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
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Mesolithic pcople carry a real s~gnificar?cefor m ~ n yIn some region\, the hlecc,lit!l~c hold. a
~ycciali ~ n p o ~ - t a n as
c e tile time of first settlemeilt, 06 h'irdy and ~riti-epldcolon~scrswho cArry n
sy:nbohc presence for tlie region. About a t h ~ r dof the Europea~iland mass and rnucl~oilts l ~ i g l ~ c r
n~ountainslopes and offshore islands was occup~edby l ~ u i ~ l asettlenlent
n
ciurlng tile l'ostgl~ci~l
h r thc first tune In human csperiencc. In ot!ler rcglorls, the TvIcsol~tl~ic
m ~ g h t~ p p e a rto be the
~ h a \ eo f h u ~ r ~ ahistory
n
with111\vhlch the first signs of 'settling' oisocicty into increasingly fainilii~r
environrnent5 and habits can be found, with enduring ties bet\veen people and place. For all.
however, the blesoljthic carries a sense of fascination
Alo~igsidethe 'otherness' of Mesolithic Europe, kno~~rledge
and understand~ngbrir~gsa qensr of
r~tionalor even perhaps 'sc~entific'fainiliarity. The very notlon of'Mesolithic Europe' JS a definable
pcriod and region with boundar~esof some kind maker 11s feel that t h ~ cworld is kno\vable, ainiost
manage~ble.We can define ,ind analyw 1t5l~nuts,and the ways in which environments cliai~ge.We
can reconctruct how people madc and u ~ flint
d tools, follow thern genetically, reconstruct a i d
understand what they ate and how they moved around. I r i the different sphercs of environrneilt,
subs~stcnce,settlerncnt and society wr can corne to an understanding of the Mesolithic world. By
budding up our kilowledgc in t h ~ s~va): the 'otlicr world' of Mesolithic Europc is made fainiliar. 111
soille senses, w e can even 'know' the lvorld of M e s o l ~ t h ~people
c
in a depth that they theinselves
could not perceive or understand. We can see ho\v societies, activities, resources, and settle~ncnt
systems changed not only over generation5 hut also ~nillennia.We can 'understand' or at leaht
approach the m e c h a ~ l ~ s ~creatlng
nr
change, s o ~ n e t h ~ nfar
g beyond the perceptions of Metolith~c
pcople themselves.
'This opeili113 ch'iptel- gyves an introduction to thls world, to some of the hi5tory of concepts of
the Mesolithic, Issues, directions and ideas that draw together research on the period, and suggests
h r t h e r complementary fi-anleworks. Each chapter o i t h e volume pdlnts a picture of environments.
people, and c h a n p s 111 cach dlfirent region. T h c nai-ratives o i t h e Mesolithic in each rcglon, each
grouncicd i l l tlle~roa;n historical and research trajectory reveal different insights about the period.
F~naily,the c011ciudi11gchaptcr brings together a co~npdrativeoverview ill a broad summary of the
I e ~ d l n gfeatures of the M e s o l ~ t h ~and
c einergent areas of new and future rcscdrcl~.

The 'Story' of the Mesolithic
Human origins and prehistory ine\.itably for111 a 'story' of the past (Stoczkowski 2002. Joyt e et al.
powerful nletaphors for who we are today. Different d~aloguesand Ilarratltes cornpets
for o u ~acceptance, and it is perhaps in the Mesolithlc p e r ~ o dmore than any othel- thdt different
frdmes of reference, o r perhaps lenses through xvhlch x e see the archaeological evidence, corne
most into play. Thcse dlfkrent understandings are inore than just 'tl~eoreticalstandpoints' but,
r ~ t h c rperceptions
.
and viewpoil~tsthat colour and define not only our ~ntcrpretat~oiij
but also oc;r
sc,risr of what 'the Mesolithlc' is, or \\-hat it irught have nlcailt to have exper~enccdlife in those
tlnlcs. l3ifferent btories of the Mesolithic and its place I r i 111ctory both merge and conflict to create
our current understai~dlng.
Some long-standing sror1c.s permeate our scnsc of bvhat the Mcsolithic might mean, hoxv it
i n ~ g h be
t ~nterpretedor what is 'allo\ted'. O n e of the deep-wated concepts of thc Mecohthic is as
a rlme ofciiltural s t a g ~ a t ~ o-r lPJSSIVC socit~t~es
111 ~ v h l c hlittle changed and social relationships were
ui~cor,tcsted.T h e most hkely root for such ldcas lies 111 a long-standing vlewTof Mesolithic socictics
as being dolninated by their envlroiiment. In fact. Xve only need to look bnck to the earllcr decades
of the twentieth century to understand h o ~ vh l e s o l ~ t h ~soc~eties
c
niay have been dlser:franchised
3003). with
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from discussions of social and cultural changes. T h e prevailirlg view o i t h e Mesolithic at this time
was that memorably expressed by Gordon Childe, who vicwed ~Mesolithicsocieties, sometinles
with undisguised contempt, as i~npoverisheddescendants of the l'alaeolithic, gripped by 'a state of
helpless barbarism' (Childe l g z j : I) and contributing nothing to later European civilisation. Sir
Mortimer Whccler wrote in a silrlilar vcin about thc inhabitants of Mcsolithic Star Carr (TolanSmith this volume) -and in the same year as the final publication of the Star Carr excavations by
Grahame Clark (1954) - as 'as squalid a huddle o f march-ridden food gatherers as the imagination
could well encompass' (Wheeler 1954: 231). For thece authors, European civilisation began with
the spread of Neolithic societies from the Near East, a process that supposedly erased the preceding hunter-gatherers of Europe (Zvelebil 1 9 9 6 ~ )Even
.
Grahame Clark, excavator of Star Carr
and pioneer and champion of Mesolithic studies in Britain, was forced to concede with evident
reluctance in 1952 that the archaeological evidence for the coastal Mesolithic peoples of Northwest
Europe hardly contradicted the notion of 'a low level of culture' (Clark 1952: 63).
T h e concept of passivity has been echoed equally in understanding of the cultural relationship
benveen the Mesolithic and the Neolithic as in that ofthe relationship with the environment. Even
from the start of the first use of thc label 'Mesolithic' in Clark's (1932: 5 ) definition o f the period
as 'between the close of the Pleistocene and the arrival of the Neolithic' ( R o w l e y - C o n y 1996),
the period appears to be caught between two apparently inexorable and inescapable eventc, the
first environmental and the second cultural. In the south of Europe where Mesolithic occupation
followed that of the Palaeolithic, the term 'Epipalaeolithic' (a continuation or culmination of the
Palaeolithic) has been widely used and still appears today (cf. Straus this volume, Valdeyron this
volunle, Pluciennik this volume, Bonsall this volun~e).In the north, however, the term Mesolithic
highlighted the apparent dyna~zllsn~
and distinctiveness of societies that succeeded in expanding
into new areas. Further north again (Bjerck this volume), the terms Older and Younger Stone Age
are lrlore commonly used. 111each region, we can see how the narratives of the origin ofMesolithic
societies influenced understanding o i t h e nature of thc pcriod itself.
Thcre have been various challenges to thc concept of Mesolithic pcoplcs as rather impoverished
conununities. I11 the 1980s, there was a radical transformation when the material record of certain
coastal Mesolithic societies, particularly those on the coastlines of Northwest Europe, was interpreted as indicating large socially complex communities living in permanent villages. Drawing on
ethnographic analogies with societies of the Northwest Coast of North America, these communities, with material evidence typically associated with later periods, such as specialist task groups,
food storage, social ranking, cemeteries, and high levels of population density on a par with early
farmiiig societies (Kowley-Conwy I 983, Kenouf 1 y84), were seen as sufficiently densely populated
and organised to resist the invasion of farming communities. 'Conlplex' Mesolithic comxnunities
were seen as socially powerful rather than stagnant. Unsurprisingly, the concept of rising social
complexity became an appealing characteristic of the whole period and the Mesolithic-Neolithic
transition a new source oistimulus for Mesolithic studies (Zvelebil 1g86c, Price 2000). T h e origins o f the Neolithic were extended into the Mesolithic and discussions focuscd on progressive
intensification o r diversification of resources, and a move towards agriculture.
Extrapolating the origins of social complexity to certain contexts in Mesolithic Europe marked
a powerfill departure from ideas of small, nlarginaliseci groupr apparently 'going nowhere'. However, subtle but pervasive parts of the narrative remained intact. 'Complexity' was built on dense,
productive coastal resources that were available all year. 'Complex' societies were still inexorably
and rather passively built on seasonal resources and subsistence relationships, with concerns about
their logistic organisation taking primacy over social interpretatiorls. This meant that the 'story' of
the Mesolithic was still one in which society and social change were determined by environments.
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Ironically, discussions of social changes in complex societies rather contributed to the relegation of
many o i t h e societies of Mesolithic Europe as ever Illore 'passive,' as societies outside of maritinle
locations became rather 'left out in the cold' of discussions of social changes. The lack of dense
resources, and the self-fulfilling and apparently uncontested arrival of the Neolithic, in some ways
further disenfrancllised 'simple' Mesolithic hunter-gatherers.
Challenges to ways of interpreting the Mesolithic have come from various sourccs. A long
history of research fro111t11c time of Grallame Clark and beyond (1332, 1975, 1980),thrce dccadcs
of international meeting (Kozlowski 1973. Gra~nsch198I , Honsall I 389. Vermeersch and Vm
Peer 1990, Larsson et al. 2003), and new approaches and overviews (Mellars 1978. Zvelcbil 1986c,
Price 1987, Conneller 2000, Young 2000a, Bevan and Moore 2003, Milner and Woodman 2005,
Conneller and Warren 2006) provide healthy disagreements over issues and approaches. N e w
approaches to themes with a deeply entrenched traditional stance such as subsistence (Milner 2006),
and technology (Warren 2006). are being developed, many of which move beyond environmental
determi~lisrti.andreaddress interpretations to incorporate views of experience and perceptions.
Even the narrative of increasing complexity has gradually become deconstructed (Sonsall this
volume). A gradual intcnsificatio~lof resources and a movc towards agriculture has also been seen
as being rather sin~plistic,with archaeological evidence for a decline in social complexity suggesting
that a progression towards complexity is far from inevitable (Rowley-Conwy 2001).
Approaches
to the Mesolithic continue to be contested. However, as valuable as new perspectives
.
and vigorous debate may be, we might pause to wonder ifthe large scale narrative has really changed.
We have overviews of the Palaeolithic, usually as part of a global synthesis, for example, Gamble
(1986, ryy3, 1999) or of the Neolithic and later, for example, Bradley (1984), Whittle (1985, 1yy6),
Hodder ( ~ y g oand
) Thomas (ryyr), but, with the exception ofMithen (2003), little attempt to pull
together any large scale understanding for the ~Mesolithic.T h e evidence, particularly for so-called
simple societies, often dominated by surface lithic scatters, might be that which is at fault. falling
almost naturally into a passive extension of artefacts from environments and perhaps too meagre to
address any large scale social questions ofilitcrcst. Nonetheless, Co~mellerand Warren (2.006) argue
that it is not the material remains of Mesolithic societies that are to blame for the linlltations of
il~terpretationsbut, rather, the need for new approaches and understanding. Without confronting
the narrative of rather passive societies, the questions asked in the Mesolithic can, on the one
hand. become overly practical. related to the technicalitiec of subsistence and settlement nr, on
the other hand, reach out to incorporate perceptions and experience that often end up drawing
on what Strassburg (2003: 543) has called 'banal phenomenological truisms'. Young (200ob: 1)
concluded that the discipline was still 'waiting for the great leap fonvarcls'. A long-standing story
of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers so immersed ill their environments and nature, both ecologically
and ideologically, as to be allrlost socially inert seems to retain a strong hold 011 our irrlaginations.
-

Mesolithic Europe - A Complex Tapestry
Could we rewrite a narrative of the Mesolithic, to write a 'social story' of the period? 'Mesolithic
Europe' encolnpasses over five thousanci years across a vast territory, that is over two hulldred
generations of very different people living in dynamic and changing environments. It might seem
reasonable to resist any attempt to pigeonhole such &verse societies into some broad plan. In fact,
Kozlowski (2003: sxi) goes so far as to conclude that the range of societies and environments
is so great that there is no shared attribute (apart from chronology) that can reliably define the
entire Mesolithic formation. Any attempt to draw together such varied societies, to seek co~rlfort
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from some ilnproblematic perspective, a great (and s~mple)leap, may ofitself be Hawed. Mesolithic
commu~liticswere diverse and varied, perhaps there is no more to say than that thcse are the only
terms on wll~chwe can study them.
Diversity and variability are certainly a key theme in this volume. T h e contributions illustrate a
'tapestry' of Mesolithic Europc, which is complcx and varicd with rcmarkably different societies
falling under the blanket term of 'Holocene hunt?r-gatherers'. Socicties as diverse as specialised
maritime seal hi~nters,sn~allgroups in varied woodland environlnents. elaborately sylnbolic settlements such as the Iron Gates of the Ilanube, early colonisers of barren landscapes, all occupy their
plact: in 'the ~Mesolithic'. Each local society has its own distinctive feel. This diversity is increasingly being recognised even at the end of the period and into the Neolithic. Patterns of population
replacement, coexistence o r assilnilation show regional and local hfferences across Europe (Gkiasta
et al. 2003, Perrin 2003, Bentley e t al. 2003). T h e pattern of dietary changes, although contentious
(Milner et al. 2004), also appears to be regionally and locally varied (Lidtn et al, 2004). Similar
patterns o f differing regional trajectories also affected the transition to the Neolithic in other areas
of the world, such as China (Li L i ~ 2004).
i
T h e material evidence for Mesolithic Europe reminds
us of a complex, multicoloured tapestry.
Like a tapestry, however, there are discernible patterns in this evidence, and threads link different
societies as we view Mesolithic Europe as a whole. There is n ~ o r eto the material evidence of
Mesolithic Europe than sirnply wide-ranging diversity. As humans, we naturally seek stories and
metaphors to understand patterns around us. However nluch we might welcome complexity and
diversity, without finding other means to interpret large-scale patterns, we are left with our old
narratives to structure understanding.

A Structure behind Diversity?
Making sense ofthc tapestry ofMcsolithic Europe is a challenge. We would be nljstaken to deride o r
disnliss ecological and environmental models. Even when environments are stable, hunter-gatherer
communities are strongly influenced in their lifestyles and movements by their environments and
the rhythm of the seasons and Holocene environments in contrast were complex and constantly
varying. In some cases: the dynamic? of Holocene environriienrc \vol~ldhave hnrl immrrliarr 2nd
far-reaching effects on local hunter-gatherer groups. Mesol~thicEurope was a world in \vhich
there were towering glaciers, cataclysmic floods, tsunamis, and rising and falling seas. There is
evidence for various sudden and cdtaclysmic cvellts, which would have left a t r ~ i lof effects on
human societies. Dolukhanov (this volume) describes interpretations of a cataclysmic 'Flood' of
the Black Sea at around 6100 cal BC, which would have rapidly inundated niore than 100,ooo n12
o f land with its Mesolithic inhabitants, and allegedly accelerated the dispersal of early Neolithic
fi~rlninginto Europe. At around the samc time, thc Storegga tsunami off the coast of Norway would
have been equally devastating and may have caused cataclysnuc effects on coastal populations, with
l o m high waves potentially devastating boats, equipment, and food supplies. Moreover, because
this happened in autumn, there would have been little time for survivors to prepare for the harsh
winter. In the Baltic region, there were fundamental changes to the freshwater Ancylus Lake, which
became linked to the ocean through the straits o f C3resund, Storebxlt. and Ldlebzlt (Bjerck this
volun~e).
We can scarcely imagine the ideological effect on local populations o f thcse drastic changes.
Of course, less dramatic changes d s o would have had perceptible effects and such dynanlisrn and
unpredictability in their surrounding landscape would have been a major influence on how lr~any
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groups understood their world. Bjerck (this volume) describes a drop in sea level of about 3 In
per century in parts of Norway srlch that the configiiratioli of the coastline would have changed,
altered fishing and hunting grounds, and potentially blocked sea passages. Periodic transgressions
of about I m are recorded at Vedbak in Eastern Zealand (Blankholm this volume). Within lnany
people's lifetilncs, thcre would havc becn noticeable cllangcs in their surroundings, whether subtle
or more significant in their effects. Population ~novemelitsmust have been cornrnon, and changing
clivironmcnts and landscapes nlust havc influenced understandings and bcliefi about the world.
The influence of environment is perhaps most con~plexa t the regional and local scale. Holocene
environments were uniquely structured and differentiated. and in many cases remarkably different
f h m those today despite broadly sindar climatic conditions. Where dry scrub is common in much
of the modern Mediterranean, Pluciennik (this volume) describes a mosaic of forest communities
in southern France, southern Spain, and central Italy during the Mesolithic. Macchia, evergreen
forests, and deciduous forests with lime and elm, would have been common, with alder-dominated
forests along river and stream margins, as well as pine forest and heath interspersed with coastal
and estuarine salt marshes and lagoons. Landscapes in regions such as the British Isles (Tolan-Snlith
this volulne) would have been different from today's, with lowlailds donlinated early on by forests
of pine, birch, and hazel, and later by oak, elm, and lime. Landscapes and vegetation would have
been much lnore patchy and diverse than those with which we are familiar today. The dynamics of
vegetation competition and replacement following Postglacial warming mean that conditions also
would have been in flux tliroughout the period, with stable clilnas conlmunities only becoming
established in many regions after several thousand years. Mesolithic convnunities were intimately
connected to their environment, and the complex dynamic of replacement of pine and birch by
oak, hazel, and lime in regions such as Britain and Germany had clearly defined influences o n
large mammal communities and thus on hunting practices (Spikins 1999, Spikins 3000, Jochinl
and Tolan-Smith this volume).
The most obvious area of environmental influence on Mesolithic societies is that of colonisations. Large-scale patterns of change in environments and resources undoubtedly influcnced
both new colonisatiolls and population movements within inhabited Europe. Concepts of early
pioneers, hardy explorers of previously unused terrain and a 'shifting up' and gndual infilling
pervade discussions of all the regions, from new occupation of previously unoccupied landscapes
in Scandinavia (Bjerck this volume). Scotland (Finlayson 1998. Hardy and Whickhaln-Jones 2002.
Tolan-Smith this volume), islands such as Ireland (Tolan-Smith this volume), Corsica (Valdeyron
this volume, Pluciennik this volume), and Sardinia (Pluciennick this volume), to expansion to high
altitudes in the moilntai~isof central Europe (Svoboda this volume). The motivations and processes
behilid colonisation and how this relates to changing environments and landscapes can be surprisingly elusive, however. Iri areas such as Ireland (Tolan-Smith this volume) or Corsica (Valdeyron
this volume), colonisation reflects a complex relationship bemeen environmental opportunity and
human motivation, ingenuity and desire for exploratioli. Etllnograpliic evidence can provide further insight. Tolan-Smith (this volume) suggests several different stages in population expansion in
the British Isles, from initial colonisation of iiew regiolls to consolidation and infilling and further
expansion following climatic changes. We might even begin to imagine the different social contexts
of settlement with emphases on 'exploration' or 'tradition'.
There is more to colonisation than sinlply a response to environmental changes, however. Bjerck
illustrates the role of technological innovation in colonisation, the risk associated with pioneering
settlement of Arctic landscapes and the tecl~nologicalcomponent of specialised rnaritime occupation and its development. He attributes the delay in colonisation of-the extreme north to the delay
in developing specialised metllods of marine exploitation, in particular the technological capacity
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for safe rno\,emci1t using ira craft that could be righted ~t'cubnlrrged- part~ciilarlyImportanr in
extre~nelycold Seas. W ~ t h o u tthese ~nnovation,, 13jerck (this vol~iinc)dcscribt.~northerr; ,.oastal
environ~neritsas .inaccessible as the rnoon'.
Environn1enta1 change also wdl have influe:lccd populatio~i 11ug1-ation In occupied areas.
Although thc co~lceptof ~rllgrationsis unfashio~~ablc.
large-scale changes in technolog): ill artcFait txpes and diitributlons, and ho\r these relate to environlnents and regions. have fascinated
archaeologists ~ t u d y i n gthe Mesolithic from its first recogniticln. Across all regionc, wc can docil~ l l e n tthe movement of'cc-.rtai~l~rtefacts,such as Star CJI-rand Ileepcnr assemblage types in early
Mesolith~cUritain (Tolan-Smith this volunle) or scalene or Montclus triangles in Late Mesolithic
France (Valdeyron this volume). To some extent, shifts of groupi wirh changing environ~nerits
or changing subsistence practices can be seen as influenc~ngmovements and change in artefact
styles (see Tolan-Snllth this volume, J o c h i ~ nthis volume). Mic-rolithisation. the gradual reduction
in size ofrnicrolitl~s,a pattern comnlon to Mesolithic Europe, also can be seen in terms of changing
woodland types and changing technologies for mechurn and large game hunting. However, changes
111 artefact styles have other, more predominantly social explanations. l'luc~ennik(this volume) also
suggests that nlicroliths p e r h r m c d other functions, such as plant food proccssii~g,and microlithijatlon might have other explanations. Innovation, the spread of ideas. and the negotiation of stylistic
identit~esbetween groups linked Across areas of landscape are also key features of Mesolithic Europe.
In some areas, there is a relationship betlveen changes In lithic technology and changes in game
reiources, as 111 the 13ritibh lsles (Tolan-Smith this volu~ne),o r the Upper Danube and Upper R1:ine
(Jochi~n this volu~ne).In other areas such as toutl~westFrance (k'luciennik t h ~ svolume), there I$
I I O consistent pdttern, suggesting that relationships bet\veen groups and the spread of kno\vledge
were important influences.
Other types of changes in artefacts also suggest a story of social changes, which remains to
be uncovered. I:~creasingr e ~ i o t ~ ~ ~ i i iof
n t ipatterns
~n
of artefacts. both in ternls of distinctive styles
and ii~creasir.~ly
regional networks of rnv ~naterialprocurement, require explanation. Increasing
regionalisation call ill part be explained by a fragrncntatior~of ~ncrcasinglycoinplex a ~ dense
~ d
\\oodland environments t h r o ~ ~ g h o the
u t Iblesolithic (Spiluns 1909. Spikins 2000). Other esplanatic-)n~include an increasing intensification of s~~hsistence.
However, in many area5, argument< for
increasing [erritorlalit)- (Gendel 1984, Gendel 198;) see11 in stylistic or assen~blagedisti~lctionsin
artefacts such as stone axes in west Nonva); (Pjerck t h x volilme). distinctive types ofmic:rolitl~itylrs
in different regions of Llennlark (Blankholm this volume) or other element, of material culture
such as rock art traditions. ha\r proved more >uppol-tablethan a torus on intensification ptv ctv
(Arias 2004). T h e social context of regiorlalisation is, nevertheles~,d~rlricultto address, given the
conlples relationship benvee11 mihat inight be seen as defined 'territorles' and ethnicity (Bergsvik
200;). Insight hac been gained honl considerins thc spread of techniques ~ f ~ ~ l a ~ ~ u rather
fact~re
than by f o c u s i ~ ~on
g firla1 f o r ~ nior
, example, the sprcad ofblade techniques and changes in platforin
preparation irr Nonvay (13jerck this volu~ne,see also Wa1-rcn 2000).
A particularly interesting argument for a relatioriship between environment and sociey lics in the
apparent connection bct\vecn social conlplex~tyand rnaritime and lakeside e n v i r o ~ ~ r ~ ~(Mithen
ents
1994).Similarit~esappear in tocieties in w h ~ c hthere arc rich illariti~neor lakeside resources from
the far north to the Mrditerra~tean.111 the far northel-n latitude,. w l ~ e r efor fbur 111o11thsof [lie
year the SUII does not set, the icy cold but resource-rich northern sea was the tocus of settleme~it
for maritime hunter-gatherers such as those at V t y in ~iorrhernNorlvay. Here we see setdenients
w ~ t hpit houses, \ v ~ t hpeople using elaborate seagoing vessels in their spec~alisedfocus o n marlne
,
this volun~e).Further south, other
foods. probably associated with seal 11~1nt1ng
(Bjerck 1 9 ~ 5Bjerck
structured settlc~rler~ts
echo the theme of nlarlne o r lakeside focus. At Tigel-up in Slveden, large
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houses were constructed in a 'village' at the confluence of two rivers, with permanent structures
such as jetties and mooring for boats (Zvelebil this volume). Coastal and lakeside regions also
provide evocative glimpses of societies for whom the sea and water played an important economic
and syrnbolic role. We see richly symbolic pendants of amber and animal teeth, wooden artefacts
such as bows, dccoratcd paddles, canocs, and leistcrs in cvidencc Gom submerged sites in the Baltic
(Blankholm this volume). Rock art sites silch as Nanlforsen in Sweden offer fascinating glimpses
of syn~bolisn~
associated with i~r~agcs
of elk, boats, fish, and birds that show colrunonalitics with
the cosmological systenl of the modern Khanty. and appear to mark an important locus for ritual,
aggregation and eschangt: (Zvelebil this volu~ne).Riverine resources also appear to have been
particularly influential in the development of settlelnents such as Lepenski Vir and Vlasac in thc
Iron Gates (Bonsall this volume). Here, in relative isolation from the rest of Europe, we see an
apparently 'sacred' site at Lepenski Vir, comprising houses with plastered floors, carved figurines,
and neonates interned under the floors.
The distinctive difference behveen these societies and those in inland areas is a common theme
running through the volume. In interior regions, typified by often-dense Holocene woodland,
the evidence for occupatiol~can be scarce, 2nd for ritual or symbolic life scarcer still. We sec
similar elusive evidence with scattered sites and interpretations of woodland hunting in Ger~nany
(Jochiln this volulne), France (Vddeyron this volume), and Britain (Tolan-Slnith this voliume), and
in the distinctive woodland areas of the Mediterranean such as Greece (Pluciennik this volume).
Postdepositional processes undoubtedly play a role in influencing the patchiness of the hinterlal~d
record, but it is difficult to escape the conclusion that such wooded environments were in general
less resource-rich and populations more mobile and organisationally 'simpler'. Zvelebil suggests
that these inland areas art: typified by simple forager groups exemplifying Ingold's 'forager mode of
production' (Ingold 1988, Zvelebil 1 ~ 9 8 )Distinctively
.
different societies occupied many lakeside
and marine locations and exhibited status differei~tiationand distinctions along dimensions of age
and ses. Nonetheless, the relationship between environment, landscape, and society in Mesolithic
Europe is far from clear-cut. Each region, or even local area, has a distinctive mark, which reflects
a subtle and individual ellgagement between resources, settlement, and belief, and that is also
negotiated through and affected by co~~nections
between groups at a larger scale.
The interpretation of apparently different degrees of social organisation in societies across the
whole region and the extent to which this relates to environments is challenging. Traditionally.
social differences are seen as being driven by differences in settlernent/mobility patterns. Drawing
on ethnography, the coiltrast between so-called delayed return and immediate return huntergatherers (Woodburn 1980) has been seen as the structuring principle explaining difference in
Mesolithic society. In Woodburn's model, ' i l ~ n e d i a t ereturn' groups make frequent moves of
their rnail~residential base, foraging on a daily basis to collect local food sources. Mobility of this
kind has been seen as a classic hallmark of small-scale egalitarian societies in which resources are
unpredictable and sparse, who might tend to show a kinship structure based 011 exogarny and
wide-ranging alliance networks (Tolan-Slnith this volume). 'Delayed return' hunter-gatherers, by
contrast, appear to be associated with predictable resource-rich environments where collecting food
resources can be organised using task groups, who forage away from the main residential base. These
are the 'logistic foragers' in Binford's t e r m (1g6o), in which through organised exploitation the
returns on collectioil are 'delayed'. The latter kind of movement involves planning and organisation,
and typically use of comples technology such as fish traps and boats.
Applying these models appears to 'make sense' of much of the material evidence for Mesolithic
Europe. Several regions provide good examples of logistically organised societies that have been
seen as exarnples of 'con~plexity'. Specialised maritin~eexploitation patterns as in Scandinavia
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pro\:ide one exalnple, with certain clear-c-ut cases of orga111st.dprocurement, such as rpecial~seii
hunting sites for s\vans or whaltzs in Dellmark (Blarikholm this vohune) Societies In the Baltic
s!io\\r evidence for marking out of social distincrlons and ~Uustrate111a11yi r ~ s t a ~ ~of
i edifl-erent
s
cocial
groups in burial (Zvelebil chis volulne). 13owevel-, the association of resources and setclemellt ~ v i t h
othcr chailges, such as social stratification, illtenslficatioil, the rlsc ofsedcntism, and thc appearance
of celncterles, is not altogrther clear-cut. In northern Scandinavia, evidei~ccjugyests that a suite
of social changec occurred throughout tile Mesolithic - a longer-lasting occupatioil of sltrs, thc
nppearance of more dictinct regional groi~pillgs,a widening range of specit.5 i l l ubsistellce, and an
intensification ill the use of svrnbolr (Bjerck this volulne). T h e p~ngressivedevclopnlellt of socixl
organisation and the relationship between characteristics of rocial organisation 2nd ell\'~ronll~ents
is illcreasingly being questioned in other regions. In southern Scandinavia. the concept of a progressive increase ill sedentisln, the rise of conlplexity, and the appearance of celneteries is not
borne o u t by close inspection o i t h e lnaterial record (Hlankholm this volulne). alt!lough variety of
grave goods at Skateholm and association of blade knives \vith some lrlale burials a t Boggebaken
does suggest illcreased social ciiversity and thc rise of leadership and competltioli for power. For
the Irol. Gates, despite earlier interprctatlonr, Bollsall (this volume) finds scdentisln unlikely and
although some suggestions of high-status burial exist. soclal distinctions are hard to define. Across
Mesolithic Europe, the relations!lip alnorlg 'delayed return' economies. 'complexity' discernible in
eviderlce oflncreased redentisin, exchange relationships, and defined stratlficatlon in burla1 15 often
unrlcar.
T h e argument5 for relating use of resources and settlelnent pattern to apparent social changes are
not a5 straightfonvard as they llligllt appear. Certalllly, the concept of clear n1ode.r of settlenlellt can
be seen to be rather simplistic. Alnlost all hunter-gatherers use both irnlnetliate and delayed return
strategies at various times (Kelly i y y ~Spilclils
,
1 ~ 9 9Spihns
,
2000) n.ith a fluid transitioll betwee11
'mapping onto' food resources and the organisation of specialist task groups. '4s Jochlnl ( 1 ~ 9 1 )
illustrates, seasonal rounds In ethnographic socletie, arc rarcly clearly defined, with variation ti0111
year to ).car being the norln. llff>renccs withln regions are also marked In ethliographic cascs
(Spikins iyyy, Spiklns 2000). In recent years, there also has been an increasing recogr~ition of
the f l u d r y of social changes. Kowley-Con\\?- notes that the appearance of \\.hat we might ca!l
'complesity' is a fluid proccss, which can be reversed (Ko\vley-Conuy 2001). T h e relationship
bcnveen cilbsistei~cechanges and ideological changes also has beconle an area of nluch debate that
rrrllains to be resolved for the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition jl<ov.lley-Conwy 2004). A grddual
rlse of complexity through intensification of esploltation patterns and increasing organisat1o:l of
people and tllne has bccome a hard principle to sustain. and there seems to be h r more to the
picture of different societies than variability in resource exploitation.
O f courhe, the 'misting pleces' of the tapestry of evidence In Meso!~thic Europe colnpound the
difficulties of distinguishing 111odesof society related to ~nlmediateor dc1,yed return settie~nent
systcms, and even rrlore so ofidenti+g
o r beginning to understand any trailbition bctwccn them.
As many have argued (Coles 19gS, Bailey 2004, Hailey and Milncr 2002. Flenling 2004). the missing
r\-idcncc from sublnergcd prehistoric coasts nlay be cruciai, as ,dmost all our evidence of early
Mesolithic coastal societies has been submerged by rising seas and much Late Mesolithic evidence
;i, well. It i, precisely the coastal locations where the most 'organiseci' wcietit.3 tend to cslst. For
Britain, tantallting glill~psesof~;upposedlyelnergent complexity occur in ear!) Mesohtl~iccoahtal
settings, such as e\.idence fix structures, which might have been 0r.cupit.d for all est?rlded period, at
Howick (Tolan-Snith this volume, Waddingtori et al. 2003) or gLirnpses of symbolism and exchaiigt~
in the elaborate bead productioli at Nab Head in South Wales (Tolan-Smith thls vollllne). T h e
'rrussing pieces' of the tapestry not only frustrate interprerations but may even bias thein towards
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certain types of sites. Blankholm (this volume) notes that discussions of southern Scandinavian
social co~nplexityfrequently compare late Mesolithic coastal sites with early Mesolithic interior
sites (with early Mesolithic coastal sites being undewater a t depths that are largely inaccessible),
creating a biased picture and artificially suggesting the appearance of more 'complex' societies over
time.

Cosmology and Belief
Although evidence for changes in social relationships can be biased and often ambiguous, this is
even more true of cosmology and belief. Many researchers close interpretations of the period with
suggestions about settlement systems o r possibly social structure, leaving ideology and beliefs as a
kind of 'Pandora's Box' best left untouched. In fact, beliefs and cos~nologytraditionally have been
seen as a separate sphere from the day-to-day activities of subsistence and social relationships ill
the Mesolithic. However, new perspectives and analogies with recent hunter-gatherers increasingly
place cosmology and belief at the heart of our understa~ldii~g
not only of how hunter-gatherers
see the world but also what they actually d o (Zvelebil and Fewster 2001, Jordan 2oo3a, Gran
and Kuznetsov 2003, Lodoen 2003, Nordquist 2003, Chatterton 2006, Jordan 2006, Zvelebil this
volume).
T h e most direct access to beliefs for most periods comes from burial evidence. However, if we
want to elucidate some clear pattern in the burial evidence from Mesolithic Europe, we are likely
to be disappointed. It is perhaps in this material evidence where we see the most intriguing and
evocative record of diversity and unpredictability. There appear to be few if any broad structuring
principles that hold together approaches to treatment of the dead (Schulting 1yy8), malung it
diff~cultto see a common thread.
The most famous burials are the large collections of graves in Scandinavia, the Baltic, and the
Iron Gates sitcs, and it is here that we see evidence for a consistent pattcrn ill social differentiat~oli,
if not the means by which this is displayed. In the north, Olenii Ostrov, dating to the mid-seventh
millennium cal BC, on a small island within Lake Onega in Karelia, probably held more than three
hundred interments (Zvelebil this volume). Here there is a mix of individual and collective burials
with certain grnvvs ~narkr?ni.rt diF~rri!t!y, plrtir?~lar!y!!lab graver thnt have hrl.~!?
interprrr.tvc! 2.
those o f shamans. Gravestones, small cairns, or stone linings also marked some interments. T h e
implications of differentiation in grave goods and burial type are contested, but it is possible to
suggest three specialised ranks expressing band membership: age, sex, and personal wealth. Similar
cornplex differentiations are seen in the fa~nousburial complexes of around eighty-five graves at
Skatehol~n(I and 11) in southern Sweden, which include cremations, interment in a sitting position,
double graves containing both women and men with children, rich child graves, and dog burials.
Once again, certain individuals are specifically markcd out with timber structures built over two
graves at Skateholm I, whereas Skateholm I1 had a mortuary house. Skateholm has been interpreted
as a territorial marker o f a unilineal descent group clai~ningrights to resources through ancestors
(Zvelebil this volume). About threc hundred individuals were interred with various grave goods at
Muge in Portugal (Straus this volume) and large numbers of graves - over one hundred at Vlasac are also found in the Iron Gates sites with a variety o f burial rituals (Bonsall this volume).
Taken ns a whole, there is considel-able diversity in burial practice and the structure of burial sites
across Europe. Body positions at Lepensk~Vir, I'adina, and Schela Cladovei are widely varying,
with special treatment ofthe skuus in some cases. Some burials were lacking the skull, and cutmarks
at Schela Cladovei suggest that the burials were revisited and the skulls removed after the flesh had
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decayed (Bonsall this volume). Cominunal graves dug in earth-cut pits are seen at the burial conlplex
of T6viec and Hoedic (Valdeyron this volume). Whether any o f these large burial coinplexes can
rightly be called 'ceirieteries' is contentious (Blankholm tliis volurne), as there seems in most cases
to be little differentiation between settlement and bul-ial place, the concept of cemetery being
pcrliaps something inspired more by our modern concepts of treatinent of thc dead (Coiincller
2006). T h e Vedback complcx in Zealand, for example, consists of burials interred in settlements
that dotted the ancient coastline of the Vedbaek fjord (13lankholm this volulne).
O t h r r burial practices reflect different identities and intentions. 'Founding statements' in northern Sicily consist o f burials dug into archarologically sterile layers at the beginning o f a sequence
of lengthy deposition (Pluciennik this volume). T h r s e might share some parallels with the burial
of neonates under floors at Lepenski Vir. Unusual rites also abound, such as the so-called skull
cult of Eastern France, Baden-Wiirttemberg,
- and Bavaria. At Ofnet Cave, Bavaria, two shallow
pits contain skulls, jaws, and vertebrae. Bludgeon wounds o n rnost of the skulls appear to be the
cause o f death, which could be described as a 'Mesolithic nlassacre' (see Jochim this volume). At
Agnis Charente, there are humail bones from eight individuals in domestic refiise, with butchery
marks characteristic o f disarticulation and dcfleshing, probably indicating cannibalisin (Valdeyron
this volulne). T h e evidence for violence in many of the burial complexes and elsewhere (Vencl
1999, T h o r p e 2000, Blankholm this volume, Jochim thls volume. Bonsall this volume) contests the
irnage of passive. purely giving and sharing societies in the Mesolithic as put fonvard by Bradley
(1998) and Tilley (1996) o n the basis of Bird-David's (1990, 199za) account o f hunter-gatherer
society.
T h e role of violence in society is con~plex,however, and it is important to remember that
there may b e differences between different hunting and gathering societies in Mesolithic Europe
that are as filndainental o r even more so than those benveen the Mesolithc and the Neolithic.
Formal burials in so-called cemeteries, Mesolithic '~riassacres', o r burials with clear evidence for
violence almost certainly reflect a particular elenlent of society o r practice. However, we have
little idea how c o ~ n n l o nstructured burial was, and it seems likely that elaborate burial was rare.
In ~MesolithicEurope as a whole, common burial practice might have been disarticulation, with
the occasional finds of human bones in middens o r other areas of settlement often attracting inuch
less archaeological attention than would a formal burial (Conneller 2006). Understanding the
disarticulation and dismembernlent o f human bones, for example in cases such as the Oronsay
shell middens, demand5 an understanding o f sinlllar practices in ethnographically known societies,
in particular concepts of individuality and coinmo~lality(Conneller 2006).
Other evidence for beliefs and cosmology from art o r personal ornamentation (l3jerck this
volunle, Verhardt this volume, Zvelebil tics volu~ne)compleinents evide~lcefrom burials, with
equal conlplexity. Taken as a whole, the evidence from across Europe for environment, settlement,
society, and belief forms a complex nlulticoloured tapestry. Threads and patterns exist but can often
be hard to discerli and, where they appcar, demand more subtle explanation that1 Inany of our
current narratives supply.

Other Approaches t o Interpreting Social Change
T h e issues are complex; however, there is a real sense of important social distinctions identified in
all the contributions to the volume. Available resources, resource use, and mobility clearly play an
important role in marking the diflkrences between distinct societies. Nevertheless, we are left feeling
that there must be more to the picture of societies arid social relationships in the Mesolithic. O u r
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deep-seated narratives easily apportion social change, competition, and social dynamics to certain
very specific societies and contexts, leaving most in an uncontested and passive relationship with
each other and with their environments. Rethinkirlg the apparent lirlk between enviro~lmentsand
social structure demands a 1r1uc11better understanding ofsocial relatiollships in Mesolithic societies,
o n e that goes beyond thc structure o f settlement patterns.
There may be several different routcs to a bettcr understanding of people and relationships in
the Mesolithic. Discussions in anthropology contribute important concepts such as identity and
reljtedness (13ird-l3avid et al. 1999.Fowler 2004, Conneller and Warren 2006, Jordan 3006, Milncr
and Woodnlan 200j) and relationships between material culture and society (Finlay 3003, Finlay
2006, Warren 2006). T h e call to understand emotion in archaeology (Tarlow 2000, Gosden 2004)
nlight provide another framework.
O n e route explored here is t o draw o n discussions within the social psychology of huntergatherers. Although social psychological rather than anthropological discussions o f ethnographic
populations are limited, this perspective provides a useful interpretative framework o f structured
relationsllips between people. Certain concepts have particular relevance, o f which mechailisms
o f clcfErence benvccn people in hunter-gatherer societies may be notably useful (Hcinrich and
Gil-White 2001). Deference can perhaps be thought o f as a means ofshowing respect or acknowledgment of social standing and so m e c h a ~ ~ i s lof
~ l sdeference exist in all societies (even the social
environment of school playgrounds). Such mechanisms and understandings structure relationships
and the gestures and attitudes of individuals towards each other. As such, deference is not simply
about behaviour but also about emotions and common understandings.
Heinrich and Gil-White (2001) illustrate how social relationships and deference in egalitarian
hunter-gatherer societies are largely mediated through what can b e termed 'prestige'. They describe
prestige as associated with people w h o have particular valued skills, such as at flint-knapping o r
story-telling, and as such it is a quality that comes from showing excellence in valued areas. llelathrough emulation o r copying of
tionships mediated through prestige allow certain people inJ~~rrice
their abilitics. However, prestige does not confer any ability to dictate o r sanction behaviour, that
is, prestige may be associated with influence but not pourer. Prestige is achieved through 'nonagonistic' stances and actions (i.e., nonviolent, nonintilnidatirlg, and nonaggressive). Someone with
prestige is listened to, that is, their opinions are heavily weighed. They are not 'obeyed,' and by
ilnplication these individuals are not feared and d o not have 'power over' others. Individuals with
prestige attract others towards them w h o will tend to copy their behaviour, publicly praise them,
seek eye contact, and direct their posture towards the prestigious individual.
In contrast to prestige, status relationships niediated through socinl dornitrat~retactirs involve those
w h o are socially dominant taking an aggressive stance and attelnpting to dictate behaviour. Deference in reaction to this behaviour takes the form o f avoidance o f eye contact and deferent body
posture. T h e experienced emotion o f deferring t o someone dominant is markedly different associated with fear rather than inspiration. T h e cmphasis is on controlling the behaviour of others rather than inspiring or influencing them. T h e distinct types of relationship are not mutually
exclusive, although the acceptability o f either varies markedly. Heinrich and Gil-White (2001)
describe both tactics in school children in playground negotiations o f social dynamics. Crucially,
r a c l ~means of relating to others appears to draw on different deep-seated psychological and emotional responses. Most of us can easily imagine how it would feel to be inspired by someone we
respect o r c o ~ ~ t r o l l eby
d sonleone we fear.
T h e maintenance o f prestige rather than social dominance is ilr~portantin egalitarian huntergatherer societies (Erdal and Whiten 1996, Heinrich and Gil-White 2001, see also Heinrich et al.
2001). Social relationships mediated through prestige are constantly contested. Influence through
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prestige involves Listening to the prestigious person with respect, and, as Erdal and Whiten (1996:
145) note, 'there is nothing perlnanent about respect'. Thus, prestige is very fluid, and maintaining
o r achieving prestige is a process of constant social negotiation. Crucially, people who are prestigious are prevented from assigning authority or pourer to themselves in various ways amongst
ethnographically docuinentcd hunter-gatherers. An~oligstthe Semai, if soilleone seeks to assert
their authority, it is generally accepted that others wdl cease to 'hear' them. As Dcntan (1979,
cited in Heinrich and Gil-White 2001) notes, ind~vidualswith prestige amongst the Semai use
rhetorical techniques such as self-deprecation to assure listeners that they are not trying to compel
compliance. Counterdominance tactics operating in egalitarian societies to maintain prestige-based
social relationships are known to be widespread (Erdal and Whiten 1996). Turnbull (1965: 181),for
example, notes that for the Mbuti, 'Individual authority is unthinkable'. For the Netsilik, 'Where
there are nained roles, the leaders, whose leadership role is taken by the 'inhumataq' or 'thinker'.
are not 'obeyed' but rather 'listened to' (Riches 1982: 74, in Erdal and Whiten 1996). Erdal and
Whiten also Illustrate how ridicule is used to prevent leaders from being dominant. Numerous
ethnographic illustratioils can be found. Lee notes, for example, that 'The !Kung are a fiercely
l size the arrogant and boastful' (Lee 1979: 244). Turnbull
egalitarian people.. . cutting d o ~ i to
(1965: 183, in Erdal and Whiten 1996) notes for the Mbuti that 'Some men, because ofexceptional
hunting skill, may come to resent it when their views are disrespected, but if they try to force these
views they are very promptly subjected t o ridicule'. Likewise, amongst the Selk'nam. any boastful individual would be derided, humility being seen as ail iinportailt principle to teach children
(Bridges 1948). Situations Illustrating the way prestige 'works' are widespread in ethnographies o f
hunter-gatherer societies.
Whereas prestigious individuals are prevented froin asserting their own authority, the transition to
a type ofsocial dominance might occur when authority is invested in them by others in a particular
coritext. A good example of the potentially transitory nature o f emerging social dominance can
be found in ethnographic accounts of the Yamana (Yahgan) of Tierra of Fuego. T h e Yamana were
largely maritilnc hunter-gatherers, occupying the southern part of the islands of Tierra del Fucgo,
and were recorded most notably by Gusinde during the 1920s (Gusinde 1986). T h e mobility
and social relationships of the Yamana arc typical of small-scale egalitarian hunter-gatherers, with
no clear marking-out of status and a very mobile lifestyle with little opportunity for material
accumulation. O f particular interest in terms of the acceptance of social dolllinance within a
normally prestige based society is the Yainana ceremony called the Chiexaus. T h e Chiexaus is
one of the most important ceremonies, an extended event taking about two months during which
young men alid women were initiated into society. A large specially constructed oval hut was
built and various complex perforrnal~cestook place in which different members of the group
wear specific dress and body paint iirlitating spirits. T h e ceremonies had a 'director', nominally in
charge of the organisation of the events (although taking wishes of the participants into account).
Other individuals, sucll as the Winefkelna. who rcprcsclited a predatory seabird, also had specific
authority. In the case of the Winekama, he would have authority (and helpers) to forcibly escort
the initiates to the hut. Boys who resicted would be caught with a large strap, or in the case of
girls a $kin thrown over her head, and dragged to the hut. A clearly disobedient initiate might
be tied to the eiitraiice and left without food or water for half a day or more (Chapman 1997).
This I-elationship might appear to be a clear example of social dominance - the initiates, normally
part of a society in which influence comes only through respect and inspiration. are afraid of
Wiriefkalna who has the power to control them. However, the authority invested in the director
o r the Wii~efkenmwas transitory and such rights were negotiated in a sensitive and cornplex way,
and often, although not always, accorded to shan~ans(Gusinde 1986). In all cases, thcsc individuals
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were felt to be trusted by the widcr group, w h o temporarily accorded such privileges so that the
ceremony could be orgariised. Whether a Chiesaus took placc n7as context-dependent and also
negotiated according t o the willingness o f the group to accord such privileges. Sinular colitexts
might have arisen at diftkent times and places within the Mesolithic, sometimes very fluid and at
othcr times n ~ o r esustained. Rathcr than passively uncontested social roles, w c can inlagine that
colnpetition for prestige and transitory cases of social dolrunance coloured social relationships.
Identifying prcstigc relationships or status dcfincd through social donlinancc in the archacological
record presents a challenge. Naturally, ethnographic evidence may provide the main source for
suggestions as to h o w material culture nlay reflect societies governed by prestige. Ironically, however,
we are faced with the paradox that in prestige-based egalitarian hunter-gatherer societies, the bases
for prestige, such as skills, are rarely 'marked out' through inaterial culture - to d o so would b e t o
assert authority, contrary to the ethic of self-derogation. So predominantly prestige-based societies
may be associated with an nlrsence of material 'marlung-out' of specific skills in life, and perhaps
also in death.
To make identi@ing prestige even more challenging, the relationship between prestige and
pcrsonhood is also clcarly multifaceted. Prestige is only o n e element o f identity. Elements of a
constantly negotiated personal idcntity that may be marked out in both life and death may not
be connected with prestige relationships. Attractiveness, for example, although associated with
'desirability', need not be seen as prestigious (Heinrich and Gil-Whte 2001). that is, attractive
individuals are not necessarily 'listened to'. Thus. Shostak (1981) notes that, amongst the! Kung,
all women are considered attractive, and use personal ornamentation to mark out attractiveness,
whereas individual skills, although valued, are not marked materially (Lee 1979). A marking-out
of identity through personal ornamentation, such as the beads known from Nab Head in Wales
(Tolan-Smith this volume) o r items of adort~mentfrom the Danube and Upper l\hine Uochim
this volume). might equally be related t o attractiveness o r other social distinctions rather than ones
based o n prestige. Bonsall (this volume) notes that items ofadornment present in burials in the Iron
Gatcs arc not necessarily related to status distinctions. Although it is difficult to base conclusions
on negative evidence, it is tempting to concludc that a relative paucity of any material evidence
of any marking out of skills in life or death in most areas of Mesolithic Europe might in this light
echo the maintenance o f prestige-based social dynamics.
Social dominance tactics may b e easier to i d e n t i e n~aterially.Contributions to this volume call
to mind several themes that also might appear to relate t o social dominance relationships. Evidence
for violent deaths might, certainly o n first reading, illustrate social donlinance tactics, for example.
However, such evidence of death is ambiguous, as aggressive tactics (or outbursts ofjealousy) may
b e the result o f occasional episodes o f social dominance rather than evidence o f societies in which
social dorninance is either te~nporarilyo r permanently the accepted basis o f social relationships and
'normal' codes o f conduct.
Sustained marking-out of skills and social distinctio~isappears to have bcen relatively rare i n
Mesolithic Europe, but instances in which some kind of socially doninant authority has arisen
nonetheless exist. In some cases, this dominance appears to have some permanence. T h e shaft
graves of supposed shamans at Olenii Ostrov (Zvelebil this volume), o r inhviduals buried with
flint knives at I3oggebaken (Blankholm this volume), certainly appear to draw o n a continuillg basis
for social status and authority defined through certain skills. Likewise, sculptures ofwaterbirds, elk,
beaver, bear, and snake in burials at the Zvejnieki, JSreichi, and Sope cemeteries in the East
Baltic (anlongst other instances in Mesolithic Europe) appear to be related to Inore permanent
status distinctions (Zvelebil this volume). Such sustained and widespread 'n~arlung-out' of slulls
o r authority provides suggestive evidence for the acceptability o f social dorninance and a radical
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departure from prestige based social relationships in these societies. In other cases, we might interpret
a more transitory and fluid social dominance, such as in the burial contexts in the Iron Gates (Bonsall
t h ~ svolume). Taking an analogy with the Yamana Chiexaus, the acceptance of social dominance
might conceivably largely emerge in a ritual context. The antler frontlets apparently constructed
to be worn as hcad gear rccovcrcd from thc early Mesolithic site at Star Carr could from this
perspcctive be marking out the wearer as a transitory figure ofsocially dominant authority, perhaps
ac part of a ritually constituted context. We can easily imagine how material culture might be
drawn on to sy~nbolise(and make acceptable) the transitory nature of ritual dominance. Headgear
such as antler frontlets that are visibly put on and removed could operate much like the costunw
and headgear of Winefkama to transform the 'normal' codes ofprestige relationships. In a different
contest, the organisation forming part of the construction of large structures (such as at Howick,
Waddington et al. 2003) at various times and places in Mesolithic Europe might be more explained
through temporary, perhaps ritually situated, socially dominant authorities than a more permanent
level of social organisation.
Elusive though they may appear, we are left with a real sense of significant changes in social
dynamics and the emotional context ofsocial relationships taking place at various time and placcs
in the Mesolithic. Perhaps those people who buried their dead within demarcated graves had
fundamentally different constructions ofmeaning. social dynamics, and means ofsocial competition
from those w h o conveyed the social meaning of individuals in death by disarticulation and disposal
of the corpse within settlements. Ollly by beginning to wrestle with complex issues of deference,
prestige, and emotion will be begin to understand these issues. 'Prestige' adds a dimension to
understanding social and ideological differences and perhaps an opportunity for teasing apart the
types ofsocial changes occurring in Mesolithic Europe, without necessarily assuming that these are
nlerely by-product ofdifferences in resource procurement. The concept ofprestige-based societies
and their transformation into ones based on social dominance raises many issues for understanding
thc archaeological record. Markcd dityerences in social practices, cven down to the level ofgestures
and accepted means of rhetorical specch and thc emotiondl context of relationships, may well
have separated societies. We might even pause to consider if societies in which practices of selfderogation or the rolc of ridicule were 'understood' would feel 'uncomfortable' to those used to
marked patterns of social dominance. Prestige is only one concept that can contribute to a n ~ o r e
socially situated concept of Mesolithic societirs. Otherr, cnch ar n hrttrr 11n.dcrstandingcf the cnria!
and emotiond context of technology and artefact production and use (Finlay 2003. Warren 2006),
might contribute to some o f these issues.

Conclusion
Evocdtivc and tantalising glimpses o f t h e world ofMesolithic peoples, such as the woodcn statucttc
from WIllemstad (Verhart this v o l u ~ ~ and
l e cover Illustration) might be rare, but the aspirations
and motivations of people in the Mesolithic are emerging as a new f o c ~ ~ins current discussions.
Past, somewhat passive, narratives of Mesolithic societies, coupled with an expectation of finding
drdmatic material evidence of social changes, can easily blind us to the subtleties of social change
in the Mesolithic. Considerations of the silbtle deference techniques and emotions in the social
relationships withln hunter-gatherers suggest that a dynamic sphere of contested social relationships existed in Mesolithic societies. Nonetheless, glimpses of Mesolithic lives appear and can be
drawn out from the material record whether we choose to focus o n emotions, perception, social
relationships, activities, technology, subsistence, or settlement structure. The various perspectives

Mesolithic Europe - Glimpses of Another World
derived from considerations o f resources and economy, ideology, and society make the tapestry of
Mesolithic Europe all the richer, as each ofthe chapters in the v o l u n ~ emake their own contribution
to writing new and 111oredynarnic narratives of the period.
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In this volume, we bring together a series of regional syntheses of the Mesolithic in different
parts of Europe, intended to be of interest and benefit both to specialists and to those with a
more general interest in archaeology. Mesolithic archaeology has witnessed an acceleratiol~of
interest in recent years, with many new projects, more communication across old geographical
and political barriers, and calls for archaeologists to examine the Mesolithic on its own terms,
rather than as an inconvenient rung in some ladder of human progress. Accounts of the Mesolithic
are typically absorbed into general syntheses of prehistory, submerged in works unified by widerranging theoretical or incthodological thcmes, fragn~cntedin publications of individual site-based
or regional field projects, or combined in the proceedii~gsof specialist conferences. Here, our ainl
is to provide both an up-to-date overview of the current state of knowledge about the Mesolithic
period, a demonstration of the richness and diversity of the material now available and the various
approaches to its study, and a source for those who wish to delve inore deeply into the literature.
O u r brief to our contributors was to provide an interpretive synthesis of their region, varying the
emphasis according to the available material and drawing on broad categories of information: the
history of research and the d e t i n i t i o ~of~ the Mesolithic; environment and geography; chronology;
technology and subsist'ence; setdemeilt and social orgallisation; and art and ritual. We also encouraged them to range both backwards and forwards in time to coilsider the nature of the boundaries
that traditionally mark the beginning and the end o i the Mesolithic, including the transition to
agriculture.
'X'i: arc, of coiirstt, actits:); await u:illr a1Liirary rlature o i o u r selectio~~s
and the boundaries they
iinply, and the inevitable unevenness of coverage. In a continent notable for a his to^ of political
fragmentation reinforced by barriers of geography, language, nationality and cultural tradition, total
coverage, let alone uniformity of approach, was hardly to be expected. Archaeologically, the field
of enquiry has been further complicated, and indeed enriched, by different intellectual traditions,
by the historical donlinance of the French and the Danes, by A~lglophonetraditions of method
and theory, and most recendy by regional synthesis and diversification.
We could have devoted a single chapter to every nation state within the geographical boundaries
of Europe. But that would have produced far too large and uneven a volume, and it is qucstionablc
how far modern political boundaries are helpful or relevant in asscssing the prehistoric record,
although we acknowledge the influence of modern political history on intellectual traditiolls of
investigation and interpretation. O u r selection of chapters is necessarily a compromise between
what we would have liked to include and what was realistically possible. Seine chapters range
widely across geographical and political boundaries, others focus more sharply on areas delimited
by moderll political borders. S o ~ n areas
e
achieve dsproportionate attention because oflong histories
of study, the abundance of material, or the impact of distinctive types ofnew evidence or new ideas.
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Others may seem ~~nderrepresentcd
o r referred to only tangentially in relation to adjacent areas. If
nothing else, the volume of materid presented here should leave little d o ~ ~ about
b t the substantial
nature o f the Mesolithic record, its potential to illu~ninatenew dimensions of human variability,
and the prospect o f a truly comparative picture ranging from the Atlantic coast o f Ireland to the
Urals, and from thc sub-Arctic to the Aegean.
T h e regional chapters are organised in broadly geographical order. Chapter 2 provides a wideranging geographical and thematic overview, focussed o n the Baltic, followcd in Chaptcr 3 by a
review o f Nonvay, where new investigations have produced a substantial and distinctive body o f
new material, and in Chapter 4 by a discussio~lo f the classic material o f southern Scandinavia.
Subsequent chapters move from west to east across the nllddle zone of Europe, from the British
Isles, via the Low Countries, France, and the Khine and Danube drainages, to the vast territory
comprising Belarus, Russia, and the Ukraine, and thence to the south, to the Iberian Peninwla
and the Mediterranean coast.
In our editorial contributions, our opening chapter provides an introduction to the field ofstudy,
to the issues raised in subsequent chapters and to some o f t h e ideas that are beginning to influence a
new generation ofintcrprctation. O u r final chapter provides an overvicw o f t h e Mesolithic pcriod
as a whole and an indication of n e w directions for future research. T h e editorial chapters are
single-authored, reflecting both the d o n i n a n t input o f each editor and a difference of perspective
and approach benveen us. They are, nevertheless, also the result ofjoint effort and discussion and
in their totality reflect a body o f ideas to which we both subscribe, and a jointly held belief that
the Mesolithic record offers an unparalleled opportunity to explore the relationship between the
very large scale and the very small, between millennia1 and pan-continental trends and the actions
of social groups and individuals.
N o t the least of the problems of deahng with a period often regarded as transitional, is that it
also marks a zone of overlap between different conventions for expressing dates as either 'before
the present' o r 'before Christ.' T h e position has become more confused in recent years by the
refinement and widcsprcad adoption o f calibration curves and by a host ofdifferent abbreviations BP, BC, BCE, bp, bc, cal BD, cal BC, kyr, ka, rcybp. Tree-ring counting provides the most accurate
conversion ofradiocarbon years to annual solar years and then only back to 8329 cal BC, or to 9908
cal BC with a degree of uncertainty. T h e calibration curve call be extended Further back in time, in
principle across the full five-thousand-year time range o f radiocarbon, using uranium series dating
of coral terraces and annual growth increments in varved lake-sediments and speleothems (Van der
Plicht 2004). In general, calib,ration suggests a broadly progressive divergence of radiocarbon and
solar chronologies, the forrner providing underestimates amounti~lgto as much as RVO thousand
years o r more, a degree of divergence that affects the time ranges dealt with in this volume. O n e
might argue that such divergence is of n o consequence unless o n e is comparing radiocarbon dates
with dates derived from historical records, but the intervals of time measured by radiocarbon dates
may differ from their calcndar equivalent by a significant amount. Within the Mesolithic pcriod,
500 radiocarbon years may refer to as little as 280 calendar years or as much as 580 calendar years,
depending o n the particular part o f the calibration curve, differences that are potentially significant
for archaeological interpretation.
It would be mistaken to suppose that calibration has introduced mol-e accurate radiocarborl
dates. T h e convention for expressing calibrated dates as range within two standard deviat~onsis
a healthy reminder that a single radiocarbon date actually represents a probability distribution
covering quite a long span of time. Moreover, different calibration schemes are currently in use and
under continuous revision, producing somewhat different albeit minor calibrations. T h e problem
of plateaux irr the production of radioactive carbon in the upper atmosphere is an irreducible
xii
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problen~,resulting in periods within which the same radiocarbon date may refer to a wide range of
calendar dates, and several of these plateaux occur in the Mesolithic period. To these uncertainties,
o n e should add the problcins o f correctirig for the marine reservoir effect, other potential sources
of contamination from a variety of sources, inter-laboratory variations, large standard deviations
cspccially for radiocarbon assays undcrtakcn at an carlicr stagc in thc devcloptnent of the rncthod,
uncertainties of stratigraphic association, the fact that a great deal of archaeological material has
not bcen radiocarbon dated, and that niuch will probably rctnain undatcable.
i n Europe, specialists w h o study Neolithic and later periods have long used the 'BC' convention,
whereas those studying Palaeolithic and Mesolithic periods have preferred the 'BP' convention.
That difference tends to reinforce a boundary between Mesolithic and Neolithic that is obstructive
rather than helpfill to interpretation. Hence, the current convention is to express the original
radiocarbon date in radiocarbon years B P (before the present, that is before AD 1950) with a margin
of error at one standard deviation, and to express the calibrated version i n years a c (cal BC) as a range
that encompasses the 95.4 percent probability range of two standard deviations. This convention
may be confusing for those used to BI' chronologies and of doubtful relevance in other parts of the
world beyond Europe and the Near East. i t is, nevertheless, the currently prcfcrred convention in
Et~ropeanprehistory, and we use that convention here. Appendix I provides a correspondence table
for uncalibrated radiocarbon years and calibrated years BC, at one-hundred-year intervals between
2500 and 13,000 l3P.
All o f this suggests that although w e now have very inany more radiocarbon dates than before,
there are some respects in which w e actually know less about chronology, o r at any rate rather
more about the extent of our ignorance. W h e n we first planned this volume w e intended to ask all
our contributors to provide a list o f radiocarbon dates for their region. That directive has proved
more difficult to implement than we had supposed. Many authors pointed out the uncertainties
associated with the dates in their region and the need for critical use o f the resulting material.
In consequence some authors have produced quite selective lists, and o n e o r nvo others niore
gcneralised dating schcmes. It is significant that some o f t h e longest lists are in those regions where
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry dating has been widely applied, typically in collaboration with the
Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit, producing dates o n individual artefacts o r other items,
which circumvent some o f the uncertainties o f radiocarbon dating.
T h e idca for this book originated in 190r) following a suggestion from Graeme Rarkcr for
a volume that would be part o f a series o n European prehistory to be published by Leicester
Uiuversity Press. and a k t group of chapters were drafted in 2001 and 2002. With changes in the
publishing world, Cambridge University I'ress took over the project in 2003, and encouraged us to
expand the regional coverage and our editorial input with additional chapters. Some chapters have
thus been in gestation for considerably longer than others, but all autliors have had the opportunity
to update their reviews in the light o f more recent findngs.
W e thank o u r contributors for their patience, Jcssica Kemp for assistance in preparing thc illustrations, Robert Hedges of the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit for advice o n radiocarbon
dating, Jeremy l3oulton. Hcad of the School o f Historical Stuhes, University of Ne\vcastle upon
Tyne, for funding assistance with the preparation of the book, and Simon Whitmore o f Cambridge
University Press for encouraging the project through to completion. We also acknowledge financial
support from the A N K C through grant B/RG/AN1717/APN14658 and from the Leverhulme
Trust through its Major Research Fellowship scheme.
We would like to thank Cambridge University Press for permission to reproduce Figures 5.2,5.4,
5.5, 5.8, T h e Prehistoric Society for permission to reproduce Figure 5 . 3 , T h e Society ofAntiquaries
o f Scotland for pernlission to reproduce Figure 5.6, Oxford University Press for permission t o
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reproduce Figure 5.7, Ashschehoug publications for permission to reproduce Figures 4.3,4.4, 4.5,
and Table 4. I , C. Christiansen (National Museum of Denmark) for permission to reproduce Figure
4.2 and Acta Archaeologica for permission to reproduce Figure 4.8.
Geoff Bailey
Penny Spikins
Depart~ncntof Archaeology
University of York
September 2006
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